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Central-Fan-Integrated
Supply Ventilation System
When BSC began designing
high performance homes, two
things were clear:
• high performance homes
require mechanical
ventilation for dilution of
internal pollutants, as well as
moisture;
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• cost-effective, reliable systems
for mechanically introducing
fresh air did not exist.
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BSC was attracted to an outside
air duct connected to the return
side of the plenum because it
achieved good distribution
utilizing existing ducts. This
type of system would, however,
rely upon central fan operation
for effectiveness, and this raised
issues of controlling fan
operation so that it would not:
• under-deliver fresh air during
shoulder season conditions
(reduced or no delivery of
conditioned air);
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ypical homes have no way of providing
outdoor air in a controlled manner aside from relying on the construction of leaky homes and the whims of the weather (wind and
temperature differences). Leaky homes consume energy and tend
to be uncomfortable from drafts.
Tight homes without controlled
ventilation can also have problems due to a build up of odors
and other pollutants. The optimum approach for healthy, safe,
comfortable, energy efficient
homes is to construct a tight building envelope and provide controlled mechanical ventilation.

First floor

1,824 sq. ft., 3 bedroom with a loft, 21/2 bath
with a 1,056 sq. ft. fully insulated basement

Specifications

The mechanical system improvements include:
•

Single, sealed combustion furnace located in
the building envelope (basement)

•

All ductwork located in within the building
envelope conditioned space

•

Power vented gas water heater

Key Features

• over-deliver fresh air during
periods of more consistent or
continuous central fan
operation (particularly
problematic during cooling in
hot humid climates in terms of
increasing latent load), and;

•

Fully insulated and conditioned basement

•

Advanced framing with all framing at 24” o.c.

•

R-19 batt insulation and R-5 insulating sheathing
for a total R-24 exterior wall

• cycle in such a way that was
energy inefficient or that
shortened central fan service life.

•

Single central return with transfer grilles at
bedrooms

This system represents the
simplest, most cost-effective
method to consistently deliver
the right amount of fresh air for
human health and safety in all
homes, but particularly, high
performance Building America
homes.

•

Sealed ducts with AirCycler™ ventilation

•

90+% condensing gas furnace

•

Low-E + argon-filled windows

•

Reduced sizing of air conditioning equipment

Second floor
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